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ECPI and actuarial certificates through Class Super
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 ECPI = exempt current pension income

- Reduces a fund’s assessable income

- Eligible if have a retirement phase income stream and minimum pension standards met 

- ECPI applies to assessable income including net capital gains, excluding non-arm’s length income and 

assessable contributions

- ECPI is calculated annually

 Claimed in the SMSF annual return at 

- Section A item 10

- Section B Item 11Y
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What is ECPI



 How a fund claims ECPI impacts capital gains and losses, expense deductibility and tax losses and depends on 

the type of fund.

 Today we are going to consider the key fund types for ECPI:

1. A fund which always has a non-retirement phase account during the year

2. A fund which is solely in retirement phase over the entire year

3. A fund which has periods where it is solely in retirement phase but at other times also has a non-

retirement phase account

4. A fund with assets elected to be segregated
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It all depends on ECPI…



Scenario 1:
A fund which 

always has a 

non-retirement 

phase account  

The Long Super Fund 
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 Max & Doreen are completing their SMSF annual return

- Max had opening ABP balance $839,420 and made payment of $33,600 in July

- Doreen had opening accumulation balance of $404,225 and received 

concessional contributions of $5,000 on 1 Sept and 1 Dec, and $7,500 on 1 Mar 

and 1 Jun 

- $40,000 capital gain, $25,455 other assessable income, $6,000 in expenses and a 

$1,500 tax loss carried forward

 This is a fund which always has a non-retirement phase account
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The Long Super Fund 



 Claim ECPI using the proportionate method in Section 295.390 of ITAA 1997

- Applies when a fund is not solely supporting retirement phase accounts

- Trustee requires an actuarial certificate if want to claim ECPI (optional)

- Actuarial certificate is for a full income year and states the exempt income proportion

 ECPI = exempt income proportion x assessable income 

- Assessable income excludes non-arm’s length income and assessable contributions and includes net 

capital gains

 Proportionate method is most commonly used until a fund is solely in retirement phase 
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SMSF which always has a non-retirement phase account
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Doreen’s accumulation

Max’s account-based pension

July June



2019/20

1 July 30 June
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The Long Super Fund

1 July



 Fund had $40,000 net capital gain due to sale of fund assets 

in 2019-20 (after discount)

 Proportionate method: timing of when gains/losses 

received will not impact how are taxed

- A net capital loss is carried forward to offset future 

capital gains (can’t offset against income)

- A net capital gain is included in assessable income and 

actuarial exempt income proportion will apply 
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The Long Super Fund capital gains 



 Actuarial exempt income proportion = 66.157%

 $25,455 in assessable income excluding assessable contributions

 $40,000 net capital gain due to sale of fund assets 

Assessable income including net capital gain and excluding assessable contributions

= 40,000 + 25,455 = $65,455

ECPI = 0.66157 x 65,455 = 43,303.06
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The Long Super Fund calculating ECPI 



Maximising proportionate method ECPI 

Exempt income proportion = 

 This uses a daily weighted average average so when a transaction occurs is important 

 More in retirement phase on average:

- Pension payments and lump sums later in a year

- Pension commencements earlier in a year

 Less in non-retirement phase on average:

- Accumulation withdrawals earlier in a year

- Contributions later in a year
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average value of retirement phase liabilities

average value of superannuation liabilities



 If instead had made contributions and pension payments on 15 June…

Actuarial exempt income proportion = 67.408%

- Previously was 66.157%

 Not much in this case but…

- Biggest improvement will come with timing of one-off material transactions such as pension 

commencements, lumpy withdrawals or rollovers

- Maximise exempt income proportion to maximise exempt income on capital gains
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The Long Super Fund calculating ECPI



 Expenses that are ordinarily deductible 

- Claimed as a tax deduction to extent incurred in producing assessable income 

- Section 8.1 of ITAA 1997 unless a specific deduction such as Section 25-5 applies

- TR 93/17 also sets out general principles

- Expenses of a capital nature cannot be claimed as a deduction under Section 8.1

 Some expenses are fully deductible e.g. managing the fund’s tax affairs 

√ Actuarial certificate fees 

√ Supervisory levy

√ Costs relating to preparation and lodgment of the annual return
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Deductibility of expenses 



 Distinct and severable expenses

- Directly incurred in producing assessable income = entirely deductible

- Directly incurred in producing exempt income = not deductible at all

 Expenses incurred in producing both assessable and exempt income 

- Must be apportioned on a fair and reasonable basis

- Deductible to extent incurred in producing assessable income

 Common methods:

- Actuarial method of (1 – exempt income proportion)

- TR 93/17 method of assessable income / total income
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Deductibility of expenses



 $5,000 in general administrative expenses, $1,000 in deductible expenses

- Expenses fully deductible: $1,000

- Expenses which must be apportioned: $5,000

 Have been using actuarial method to claim a deduction on expenses which 

are apportioned:

- Expense deductibility = 1 - exempt income proportion = 1 – 0.66157 = 

33.843%

- Deductions = 1,000 + 5,000 x 0.33843 = $2,692.15

Total deductions = $2,692             Total non-deductible expenses = $3,308
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The Long Super Fund expenses



 A tax loss occurs when total deductions exceed total assessable income 

- Is carried forward to be claimed as a tax loss deduction in the following year

 To claim a tax loss deduction at Section C Item 12 M1 of the annual return:

1. Calculate net ECPI – this is ECPI less expenses incurred in deriving exempt income

2. Reduce tax loss carried forward by net ECPI

3. Any remaining amount can be claimed as Tax losses deducted
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Utilising tax losses 



Carried forward tax loss of $1,500

1. Net ECPI = ECPI – non-deductible expenses = 43,303 - 3,308 = 39,995

2. Tax loss – net ECPI = max(1,500 – 39,995, 0) = 0

3. Tax losses deducted = 0

For a fund with a retirement phase account, it is common for tax losses deducted to be $0.
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The Long Super Fund utilise tax losses



 Will use the proportionate method to claim ECPI

 A net capital gain will have the exempt income proportion apply

 A net capital loss can be carried forward

 General administrative expenses must be apportioned and claimed as a deduction to the extent were 

incurred on assets producing assessable income

 Tax losses carried forward must be offset by net ECPI before claiming as a deduction
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Fund always has a non-retirement phase account



Scenario 2: 

A fund which is 

solely in retirement 

phase over the 

whole year

Terry Super Fund
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 Segregated pension assets are assets solely supporting retirement phase liabilities

 Claim ECPI using the segregated method in Section 295.385 of ITAA 1997

- Don’t need an actuarial certificate (only ABPs)

- Income on segregated pension assets is ECPI (100% exempt)

- Capital gains and losses are disregarded and not included in assessable income

- General expenses are not deductible as incurred on assets producing exempt income

Except: if the fund has disregarded small fund assets it cannot use the segregated method
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A fund solely in retirement phase 



 Annual assessment each 30 June for how a fund must claim ECPI in the next year

- Also applies in first year of the SMSF

 SMSF will have disregarded small fund assets for a financial year if all of the following:

- At prior 30 June a member was in retirement phase and had over $1.6m total super balance

- The SMSF has a member in retirement phase at any time in the year

- Draft legislation proposed for 2021-22 onwards: the SMSF is not solely in retirement phase over the whole year

 If have disregarded small fund assets:

- Fund is not eligible to use the segregated method for tax purposes

- Claim ECPI using the proportionate method and obtain an actuarial certificate
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Disregarded small fund assets



 A fund solely in retirement phase over entire income year will disregard gains and losses as is solely producing 

exempt income 

 The timing of when capital gains or losses occur does not impact how they are taxed

- Gains and losses are disregarded  and are not included in assessable income

- Do not use up carried forward capital losses 
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Capital gains and losses



Terence is completing the tax return for Terry Super Fund

 Terence is in retirement phase for the entire year and makes a minimum pension payment

 $80,000 in assessable income

 $20,000 net capital loss

 $6,500 in general administrative expenses, $300 in deductible expenses

 There is $2,000 in tax losses carried forward from last year

Segregated method to claim ECPI? Disregarded small fund assets?

 ... it depends on Terence’s TSB at 30 June of previous year
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Terry Super Fund 



TSB at 30 June of previous year of $1.58m with a retirement phase account

 Terry Super Fund does not have DSFA

 Claim ECPI using the segregated method

Segregated method for ECPI:

 Disregard $20,000 capital loss

 ECPI = assessable income = $80,000

 No other assessable income, skip Section B: Income in the annual return
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Terry Super Fund: Terence has no other super



Other tax items:

 Deductible expenses = $300

 Non-deductible expenses = $6,500

 Net ECPI = 80,000 – 6,500 = $73,500

 Tax loss deduction = max(0, 2,000 – 73,500) = 0
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Terry Super Fund: Terence has no other super



Consider Terence forgot to tell us he actually has another superannuation account with $500,000 in accumulation 
phase

Terence has TSB at 30 June of previous year > $1.6m with a retirement phase account

 Terry Super Fund does have DSFA

 Obtain an actuary’s certificate and claim ECPI using the proportionate method

Proportionate method ECPI:

- Disregard $20,000 capital loss

- ECPI = assessable income x exempt proportion 

= 80,000 x 1.00 = 80,000

- Skip Section B: Income in the annual return
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Terry Super Fund: Terence has another super interest



 A fund had a momentary accumulation balance in the year:

- Commence a pension on 1 July with entire accumulation balance

- Receive a contribution and immediately commenced a pension

- Complete a partial commutation and immediately withdraw it from accumulation

 Could mean a fund is not segregated at that time… 

 ATO view: a matter of documentation as to whether requires an actuarial certificate 

- If no income earned while in accumulation the segregation is maintained

- Example: a minute that says ABP commenced immediately with the entire contribution
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Maintaining segregation



 Use the segregated method to claim ECPI if fund does not have DSFA for the year

 Use the proportionate method to claim ECPI if fund does have DSFA for the year 

 A net capital gain will be disregarded (100% exempt)

 A net capital loss will be disregarded (cannot carry forward loss)

 General administrative expenses are not deductible

 Tax losses carried forward must be offset by net ECPI before claiming as a deduction
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A fund solely in retirement phase over an entire year



Scenario 3:
A fund with periods 

solely in retirement but 

at other times has a 

non-retirement phase 

account

Augustus Super Fund
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Augustus Super Fund 

Helen is the sole member of the Augustus Super Fund. She inherited a lot of wealth 
from her family, most of which is outside the SMSF.

 She had SMSF assets of $1,480,450 at 1 July

 She does not work and has not contributed for many years

Helen’s partner Roger recently retired and suggests that she:

 commence an ABP when she met her preservation age in March, and

 puts more of her savings into super, starting with a NCC of $100,000 in June. 
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Deemed segregation

 If assets are solely supporting retirement phase accounts at a time, then those assets are deemed to be 

segregated pension assets at that time if the fund does not have DSFA

- Not necessarily documented in the fund’s investment strategy

- Can have multiple periods of deemed segregation in a year

- Must use segregated method to claim ECPI from 2017-18 onwards

Draft legislation to allow SMSFs a choice for treating assets currently ‘deemed’ as segregated to not be 
segregated pension assets

- Proposed to apply from 2021-22

- Could choose to apply the proportionate method to periods where solely in retirement phase
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Does Augustus Super Fund have DSFA?

 Helen is the sole member of Augustus Super Fund 

- Balance of $1,480,450 at 1 July in accumulation

- Commenced an ABP 23 March on her 57th birthday with her entire balance of $1,471,518

- Made a $100,000 non-concessional contribution and pension payment on 1 June

- She has no other superannuation accounts

 Does the fund have disregarded small fund assets?

 Would your answer change if her prior 30 June balance was over $1.6million?
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No

No



Turn 57 and commence ABP

Deemed 
segregation

Non-concessional 
contribution received

Accumulation phase
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2
Segregated 

method

1
Proportionate method

3
Proportionate method

Your actuary needs to 
know the account 

balances at the end of 
segregated periods
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2019/20

1 July

1 June

22 March

30 June

10.002%

Augustus Super Fund



2nd accounting 
period 

Income: 
$17,301

1st accounting period
Income: $45,510

3rd accounting period 
Income: $24,500

Deductible expenses: $500
General admin expenses: $2,000
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 ECPI = segregated method ECPI + proportionate method ECPI

- Segregated method ECPI = $17,301

- Proportionate method ECPI = 0.10002 x (45,510 + 24,500) = $7,002.40

- ECPI = 17,301 + 7,002.40 = $24,303.40
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Augustus Super Fund calculating ECPI



Augustus Super Fund expenses

 Expenses relate to all fund assets

- Are not distinct and severable

- Total deduction = 500 + (deductible proportion x 2,000) 

 Actuarial method using (1 – exempt income proportion) is no longer fair and reasonable 

- Actuarial calculation does not include segregated assets and overstates a fair deduction

 Need to allow for all fund liabilities, including segregated assets… 
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 Helen uses the expense deductibility proportion in her Accurium actuarial 

certificate that takes into account all fund liabilities

- Allows for the deemed segregated periods and periods where assets not 

segregated

- Expense deductibility proportion 72.818% provided in actuarial certificate

 Total deductions = 500 + (0.72818 x 2,000) = $1,956.36

 Total non-deductible expenses = (0.27182 x 2,000) = $543.64
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Augustus Super Fund expenses



Capital gains and losses
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 A fund with some periods in the income year where assets are solely supporting retirement phase, and 

other periods where is a non-retirement phase balance

With DSFA: irrespective of when gain/loss incurred net capital gain will have actuarial exempt income 

proportion apply and net capital loss can be carried forward

Without DSFA: timing is important

- A gain or loss incurred when solely in retirement phase = disregarded

- When not solely in retirement phase: a net gain has actuarial exempt income proportion apply and a 

net loss is carried forward



Augustus Super Fund

 In the income year Helen commenced pension for the first time

- Augustus Super Fund did not have DSFA and is eligible to use the segregated 
method

 Helen planned to sell an asset to provide the fund with cash to make pension 
payments 

- Capital gain on a property owned by the fund will be significant at about 
$300,000
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+$$

Sells property for large capital gain prior to retirement
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+$$

Sells property for large capital 
gain after commence pension

Think strategically:

▪ Sell in deemed period to 

maximise exempt capital gain

▪ Defer contribution to extend 

deemed period, or 

immediately commence 

pension
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+$$

Sells property for large capital gain
If Helen had a pension outside 

SMSF such that she did have DSFA

▪ Cannot use segregated method

Or if proposed legislation has 

passed and Helen chose to treat 

assets not as segregated

▪ Use proportionate method
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 If the fund has DSFA

- Must use proportionate method to claim ECPI

- Net capital gain has exempt income proportion apply, net capital loss can be carried forward, irrespective 

of timing of gains and losses

- Expenses that are not distinct and severable must be apportioned
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A fund with periods solely in retirement  phase, but at 

other times has non-retirement phase account



 If the fund does not have DSFA

- Must use segregated method in periods where deemed to be segregated and 

can use proportionate method to claim ECPI in other periods

- A net capital gain or loss in a deemed period = disregarded (100% exempt)

- A net capital gain where assets are not deemed segregated will have actuarial 

exempt income proportion apply, a net capital loss will be carried forward

- General admin expenses relating to segregated assets = non-deductible

- General admin expenses which must be apportioned = use a fair and 

reasonable method based on all fund assets 48

A fund with periods solely in retirement  phase, but at 

other times has non-retirement phase account

If proposed legislation is 
passed: from 2021-22 
could choose to treat 

assets in a deemed period 
as not segregated and so 
have income, gains and 
losses treated under the 
proportionate method



In closing 

If you have any questions or need 

assistance applying for a certificate 

please contact us via:

Tel: 1800 203 123 or

Email: act@accurium.com.au
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Class Case Study 1: Disregarded Small Fund Assets
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As at 30 June 2019, Mr Chase Patrol has $2.5m in Paw Patrol SMSF with $1m in accumulation and $1.5m in 
pension. On 15 July 2019, he rolled $1m into another SMSF.



Class Case Study 2: TRIS Conversion 
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Sam is 64 years old with $1m in TRIS, he turned 65 on 1 January 2020 and no contributions or roll-in was 
made to the fund. No actuarial certificate is required.

If he makes contributions of $125K on 1 June 2020, then an actuarial certificate will be required. 



Key Takeaways for Class Users
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Hints & Tips No. Details & Why

1 Update External super balance p.a. under Member > Contribution Caps

2 Only one fund policy for the year! (Best Practice is to have one fund policy per financial 
year, even if they are the same) 

3 Review Exceptions Report for any warnings or errors

4 Review actuarial certificate for any deemed segregated and unsegregated periods. 
• Income in deemed segregated period will form part of ECPI; and
• Capital gain will be completely disregarded in deemed segregated period

5 Review Fund Expense (Pension Exemption) % based on the new ECPI methodology
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Accurium and Class are proud to be shortlisted in the 
SMSF Adviser awards 2021

Accurium

• Best actuarial certificate provider
• Best SMSF education provider

Class Super

• Best SMSF software provider
• Best SMSF administration platform
• Best SMSF document provider (NowInfinity)

We would really appreciate you taking a few minutes to recognise the amazing SMSF service providers out there 
and celebrate their hard work in helping maintain the growth of the SMSF industry. 

Your support and  recognition mean the world.

https://www.research.net/r/L2WBDR9?source=Accurium
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Contact us 
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